
Rowe Lane Elementary Art Room 

“Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes.  Art is knowing which 
ones to keep.” ~Scott Adams (cartoonist) 

 

What’s Happening in the Classroom: 

 

Kindergarten~ We have been learning about the basic Elements of Art, and we have covered line, shape, 

texture and color so far. We are finishing up some great fish and bears inspired by the popular artist and author 

Eric Carle.  

               
 

1st Grade~ We are reviewing the Elements of Art and adding in the Principles of Design, including rhythm and 

pattern. We also just finished a project called Beautiful Bugs that focused on symmetry and pattern. 

                                         
2nd Grade~ We are currently working on a mixed media project inspired by Henri Rousseau. The students are 

drawing, collaging and printmaking to complete their current work of art. Our first project was inspired by 

James Rizzi, a famous artist who draws inspiration from the art that children create. 

                        



3rd Grade~ We have started the year focused on color theory. We began with the review of space and 

composition, incorporating warm and cool color families, and now we are studying value. Our current projects 

will be featured at the music program on October 11. 

                          
4th grade~ We are reviewing space and composition and learning about drawing contour figures that show 

movement by incorporating gesture and using color relationships in our work of art. Our projects are inspired by 

Keith Haring and the students worked together to pose and draw the images they selected for their final draft. 

                           
5th Grade~ Building upon the Elements of Art and Principles of Design, we began the year with a mixed media 

project inspired by Aboriginal Art from Australia. The paintings took several steps, and classes are just 

wrapping up, so I am very excited to get these on display. 

 

                        
 

I am looking forward to a creative and exciting year in the Art Room. We have started strong, and the sky is the 

limit. We have the 4th Grade Veterans Day program on the horizon, and I am currently working on lessons for 

artwork to display at the program in November. Look for Art Room Newsletters once a moth, and please follow 

the Instagram for our classroom @mscationsartroom. 

 

Best, 

Ms. Cation 


